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ALBERT BALLIN, 
THE HAMBURG-AMERICA LINE 
AND HAMBURG 

Structure and Strategy 
in the German Shipping Industry (1886–1914) 

BY FRANK BROEZE

1. Introduction

The theme of this article is the transformation of the Hamburg-America Line (HAL; its official German name was Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt Actien-Gesellschaft, often abbreviated to Hapag) from a purely North Atlantic shipping company into a global enterprise and, in particular, how the HAL’s policies were shaped and executed by its leader, Albert Ballin. Ballin (1857–1918) was one of the most successful and remarkable personalities in international shipping and a highly prominent business leader in Wilhelmine Germany. Within a dozen years of his entering the HAL he made it the biggest shipping company of Germany and the world. He never ceased to intensify and expand its network of services so that the HAL in early 1914, with a share capital of 180,000,000 marks and debentures to the value of about 80,000,000 marks, possessed a fleet of over 1.3 million GRT. With the single exception of Australia, the company was active in all continents and oceans of the world.

Growth and concentration were the hallmark of the imperialist and social-darwinist era of modern capitalism. Like in industry and banking ashore, at sea ever larger and more powerful companies arose. The merchant fleets of Great Britain, Germany, France, Japan and the other maritime nations were increasingly dominated by large liner companies and their leaders such as Ballin, Heinrich Wiegand (North German Lloyd), Thomas Sutherland (P & O), Inchcape (British India) or John Ellerman. Competition between the companies was extremely sharp, reflecting the social-darwinist “Zeitgeist”, yet they virtually always combined forces in cartels or agreements, the so-called conferences. In international shipping the Hamburg-America Line was the most extreme example of this convergence of power. Far more than Britain’s traditional liner companies did in their homeports, the HAL dominated Hamburg. In 1886 the company had counted only 62,000 GRT or about 25% of the city’s total steam tonnage. By 1914, however, its tonnage had grown to 1.35 million GRT which constituted over 50% of Hamburg’s fleet. The HAL had clearly distanced itself from the North German Lloyd of Bremen (983,000 GRT) which until 1897 had been Germany’s largest shipping enterprise. Not less important, a number of agreements and joint ventures linked the HAL with almost all other Hamburg liner companies and gave Ballin’s company considerable power and influence on their affairs. Through common directorates with steamshipping companies as well as leading shipbroking firms an even greater concentration of power was achieved. Finally, intimate connections existed between Ballin and other leaders of the HAL and the commercial and political elite of Hamburg. With justice, Rohrmann has stressed the importance of the “personal
union" between the HAL and the local Chamber of Commerce (through Laeisz, Schinckel and others). 8

As the HAL ruled Hamburg, so Albert Ballin ruled the HAL. Although he never held absolute power, also not after he was made "Generaldirektor" in 1899, he took all initiatives and made all decisions within the HAL relating to such strategic matters as, for example, the opening of new lines, the ordering of new tonnage, the increasing of the company’s capital, the beginning and ending of rate wars, and especially the conduct of shipping diplomacy and concluding of agreements with his rivals. Ballin was not dominated or even pushed by the HAL’s financiers and bankers; on the contrary, the latters’ main representative, Max von Schinckel, was sometimes accused of being an impediment rather than a positive influence. 12

A new assessment of the dramatic growth of the HAL and Ballin’s leadership and strategy is long overdue, even if the company and Ballin have been the subject of a large number of monographs and biographical works. At least ten more or less original studies have been devoted to Ballin personally. 11 Although the most recent of these, by Cecil and Hauschild-Thiesen, are somewhat more critical in their appraisal than their predecessors, there is nevertheless a virtually unanimous and unqualified praise for Ballin’s commercial conduct. (This specifically excludes his political activity, as far as that did not concern the HAL, and also his socio-industrial policies within the company.) As already was the case during his lifetime, the immense growth of the company is regarded as Ballin’s greatest achievement. Not far behind, however, and often directly and organically linked to the former, these authors emphasise how Ballin acted to limit competition in international shipping through the formation of joint ventures and cartels, so-called pools and conferences … and to ensure that all participants [my emphasis, F.B.] could enjoy satisfactory results through rate fixing, delineation of spheres of influence and the sharing of profits. 12

Almost pure panegyrics are both early and, despite their many shortcomings, highly informative biographies by Ballin’s former collaborators, Huldermann and Stubmann. But the opinion of Kurt Himer, before the Great War the leader of the HAL’s propaganda bureau (the Literarische Büro), is fully representative of the consensus on Ballin in his role as the great creator of international understanding in world shipping. 13 As the man of compromise and the man who worked hard to foster friendly relations and to negotiate for mutually profitable agreements between competitors in world shipping, Ballin appears as an apostle of international peace rather than as the ruthless protagonist of the interests of the HAL. It is true, Ballin’s best friends did not deny that he could fight long and hard, but they insisted—and many historians with them—that that was no more than tactical play. In their view Ballin was a man of peace and a supporter of all German shipping interests. Often it is emphasised how Ballin, despite many and grave problems, succeeded in maintaining a tie of friendship with the North German Lloyd.

A totally different image arises as soon as one adopts another than Hamburg perspective. It is useful to remember that the conference system was not created by Ballin but originated in the 1870s in the trade of British India after the collapse of the Suez Canal steam mania. Also the foundations for the first continental North Atlantic conference, the Nordatlantischer Dampferlinien-Verband, were laid as early as 1885, before Ballin entered the HAL. But in Bremen and, for example, the Netherlands the HAL and the Hamburg shipping companies which were associated with it were not so much seen as friendly partners but rather as direct threats to the prosperity and even the very existence of their local shipping interests. But, equally importantly, also when one probes a bit further in Hamburg itself and looks beyond the propaganda which the HAL and its supporters churned out in great mass, serious cracks appear in the picture of consensus. Many in Hamburg already at the time knew that behind the scenes things were not quite as the HAL propaganda machine painted them. 18 Although it is, perhaps,
understandable, that Hamburg shipping historians have taken little notice of extraneous critiques, it remains astonishing that so little attention has been paid to the views of Johannes Merck, Ballin's own financial director, Max von Schinckel, who as chairman of the Board of Control was Ballin's counterpart inside the HAL, or also other prominent Hamburg shipping personalities. Even if some, but by no means all, of these had ground to resent Ballin's policies, their opinions were often based on hard facts and can not be pushed aside as irrelevant. Indeed, Ballin's plans and manoeuvres often caused considerable bitterness, opposition and criticism. In consequence, it may be questioned whether the growth and expansion of the HAL within Hamburg was as "natural" and friendly a process as the protagonists of the company and Ballin claimed.

In the revolutionary process, during which the HAL from 1897 was transformed from a North Atlantic into a global or general shipping company, three separate yet closely connected elements or spheres can be distinguished. First, there is the geographical expansion of the network of the HAL's services and the company's growing power within Hamburg vis-à-vis the city's other steam navigation companies; second, the fundamental rivalry with the North German Lloyd of Bremen; and, third, the relationship between the HAL and its foreign competitors, such as the Cunard and White Star Lines, the Royal Mail Group, the Koninklijke Hollandsche Lloyd, the various Italian companies or also the Austro-Americana of Trieste. This article will deal with the first sphere that of Ballin's position within Hamburg; essays on the other two themes can be found elsewhere. It may be useful, however, first to outline the three main periods in which the Ballin era can be divided;

1. from 1886 to 1897, when the HAL after the merger with the Carr-Linie and under Ballin's leadership in its passenger department regained its strength but restricted its activities to the North Atlantic. Although by 1900 it was the world's biggest shipping company (620,000 GRT), the HAL still lagged far behind the Lloyd in the passenger trade;

2. from 1897 to 1910, when the HAL, since 1899 led by Ballin as "Generaldirektor", in quick tempo broke into a large number of new trading regions and, with the exception of Australia, served all continents (1910/11 fleet size: 1,020,000 GRT); and

3. from 1910 to the outbreak of war in July 1914, when the HAL, despite massive growth in virtually all directions (1913/14 fleet size, 1,360,000 GRT), through the construction of the giant IMPERATOR, VATERLAND and BISMARCK redirected the bulk of its investments to the traditional North Atlantic trade and, in so doing, raised significant questions about its true nature and even its very existence.

Although there were both general commercial crises and many localised economic problems throughout this period, the overall trend in imperial Germany's economy and, in particular, in that of her foreign trade and emigration was sharply upward. Ballin and the HAL worked within an almost uniquely positive economic climate and conjuncture.

2. The Pattern of Expansion

The first phase of expansion of the HAL after Ballin's entry in 1886 was characterised by a twin-barrelled policy of inner revitalisation and external security through mergers and agreements. Typically, Ballin's consolidation always contained the seeds of expansion. The "Peace" of 1886, which brought the merger between the HAL and the Carr-Linie and established Ballin as the leader of the HAL's passenger department, made an end to a disastrous competition between shipowners and brokers. All realised only too well that Hamburg, despite the city's superior location, had fallen far behind in the steam shipping trade with the USA which, moreover, in future years was capable of further great expansion. Within the HAL Ballin was wel-
comed and immediately accepted by the Board of Control and, especially its Chairman, Carl Laeisz. Such recognition by Hamburg’s leading shipping identities was not only based on profound respect for Ballin’s expertise in the passenger trade but also reflected the desperate situation of the HAL. It is possible to discern how much the company’s patrician leaders saw the need to bring about a change of generations which, in the process, also meant the introduction of modern technocracy. It is not unlikely that they also realised that, just when Bismarck’s new imperial mail contracts (viz. to East Asia and Australia) had been given to the North German Lloyd, in their circles in Hamburg no man existed like H.H. Meier in Bremen who, in Arnold Otto Meyer’s words, possesses the fullest confidence of all his fellow citizens and who, thus supported and strengthened, could wield all power which such unity creates. Unity brings victory.

Some, in assessing developments in Bremen, perhaps also looked forward and recognised that the model to be followed was that of the brilliant and non-patrician young director of the Lloyd, August Lohmann. Thus they contrasted the vibrant young Ballin as the modern manager [Generaldirektor-typus] with the worn-out and unimaginative patrician, Adolph Godeffroy. Whatever the exact motives of Ballin’s appointment, with him the “managerial revolution” entered the HAL and Hamburg steam shipping.

It was also Laeisz who in 1888 made Ballin a director of the HAL and threw his full weight behind Ballin’s policies. These included a significant new capital emission and, in 1892, the purchase of the Dampfschiff-Rhederei Hansa, of which Laeisz himself was the leader. This signified further rationalisation and concentration in Hamburg’s American trade and, at the same time, definitive hegemony for the HAL which itself since Ballin’s entry had opened new services to Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Boston and Montreal. Also the seasonal winter services of the Hansa between the USA and the West Indies fitted tailor-made in the growing liner network of the HAL which since the early 1870s had included services from Hamburg to the Caribbean and Mexico. During these same years the Hamburg-Südamerikanische Dampfschiffahrts-Gesellschaft [Hamburg-Süd] and the newly-founded Deutsche Ost-Afrika Linie (DOAL), recognising the HAL’s experience and well-organised network of over 3,000 agencies and numerous general agencies, transferred control over their passenger trade to it. During the middle 1890s, when Hamburg’s terrible cholera epidemic of 1892 exacerbated the effects of the general trade depression, the HAL already showed remarkable resilience on its complex North Atlantic network.

The first major expansion of the HAL outside the North Atlantic, the opening to East Asia, was precipitated by the imminent expiration of the imperial mail contracts of 1885. Since the early 1870s the Hamburg-China trade was maintained by the Deutsche Dampfschiffs-Rhederei zu Hamburg, or Kingsin-Line. In comparison with the imperial mail service of the Lloyd, however, the Kingsin Line had a much smaller fleet of inferior quality. In the early 1890s the line had almost been annihilated by a failed attempt to open a second line, to the Dutch East Indies. By 1897 it was as unable as it had been in 1885 to challenge for at least a part of the new mail contract which, again, was to run for fifteen years, from 1 January 1900 to 31 December 1914. But before any initiative could arise to inject new finance into the Kingsin Line, which after all had a quarter of a century experience in East Asian waters, and thus make it a plausible contender Ballin intervened by announcing that the HAL itself would be interested in bidding for the contract. Ballin was driven by the desire to attack the Lloyd outside the North Atlantic in its second-most important field, where its director Heinrich Wiegand had just made an extensive and highly successful fact-finding mission which included the purchasing of two local British-owned shipping companies. Unable to leave the field to others, Ballin was greatly assisted by the fact that the Kingsin Line’s financial problems had led to severe differences of opinion which, in turn, virtually paralysed its Board of Directors. At the same time Ballin operated on the political scene in Berlin. Demonstrating his determination by actually begin-
ning a HAL service to China, his double strategy bore fruit. Secretary of State Podbielski forced the leaders of the Lloyd to negotiate with Ballin and to reach an agreement in which the mail contract was divided between the two contestants.  

It needs to be observed that Ballin did not attack the Hamburg-based Deutsch-Australische Dampfschiff-Gesellschaft [DADG] and thus did not challenge the Lloyd in the Australian-Pacific mail contract. Strategically, Ballin was certainly right in preferring the Far East to Australia. Just at this time of social-darwinist enthusiasm for adventures overseas, all commercial and political attention was riveted on China whose potential market was regarded as far more important than that of the far less populous Australian colonies. Even so, it is remarkable that Ballin soon afterwards agreed with both the Lloyd and Otto Harms, the managing director of the DADG, to keep the HAL away from Australian waters. It is impossible to be certain about Ballin's motives in leaving the DADG alone. Probably he was led by a mixture of considerations, including his documented respect for Harms (as he himself a technocrat born outside traditional Hamburg shipping circles); his respect for the strong and well-organized conference in the Australian trade; his own role in the creation of the DADG which had directly led to his entry into the HAL's directorate; his friendship with the late Jacob Meyer, the senior partner of DADG's freight brokers Knöhr & Burchard Nfl.; and, finally, the wish of the HAL's own Board of Control to stay away from the strong DADG. While the Australian trade did not seem capable of rapid expansion, the DADG had trump cards in its exclusive contracts for the shipment of dynamite to South Africa en route to Australian ports and its homeward lines from the Dutch East Indies. In the final analysis, the HAL would not have found it easy to finance a double expansion into East Asia and Australia. Between 1897 and 1901 its capital was increased from 30 to 80 million marks and it also issued debentures to a value of 27.5 million marks. It was these enormous financial demands which had also induced Ballin to suspend the HAL's service to Bengal which he had acquired through the takeover of the sickly Hamburg-Calcutta Linie.  

It is well-known how the entry of the Rickmers-Linie of Bremen into the Hamburg-China trade gave Ballin the opportunity to force the hand of the Kingsin Line. When the North German Lloyd bought its ships, Ballin moved swiftly and, in turn, bought the Lloyd's Hamburg freight broker. Thus he was able to direct all Hamburg exports to the HAL, a tactical stroke of genius which made a deep impression in Hamburg. The General Meeting of the Kingsin Line of 26 March 1898, two months after Ballin had sent his first ship to China, could do little else but to sell out to the HAL. In similar fashion, Ballin in February 1901 forced the expatriate German shipowner M. Jebsen to sell him his two mail steamers for the new HAL coastal service from Shanghai via Kiaochow to Tientsin. As had been the case with the Kingsin Line and the Lloyd itself, these aggressive acquisitions left severe scars in the relationship between Ballin and the victims of his expansionary policies. The East Asian network was completed by the takeover of the ships of the Chinesische Küstenfahrt Gesellschaft, which was led by Ballin's friend and HAL Board of Control member Woldemar Nissen, and the opening of a new service from Hamburg to Vladivostok and Nikolaievsk. Typically, in the latter already two Hamburg firms operated but that was not sufficient to keep Ballin out. If the Kingsin Line had been the weakest and least-respected of all Hamburg's overseas shipping companies, the reverse was true of the Hamburg-Süd which in 1900 came into Ballin's sights. Also this company had been founded in the “Gründerjahren” of the early 1870s but its services to Brazil and La Plata had been far more successful and profitable. Between 1886 and 1900 it had paid the highest dividends of all Hamburg shipping companies and through its Directors and Board of Control it was as intimately linked to the Hamburg patriciate as the HAL itself. Also here Ballin's attack was precipitated by a tactical opportunity, in this case a bitter fight between the Hamburg-Süd and newcomers A.C. de Freitas & Co. But he was
by no means motivated by short term circumstances or defensive considerations. Ballin wanted to enter the South American trade *mit Gewalt*[^4^], i.e. without tolerating any opposition and if necessary with force, and that with good reason as both passenger traffic and export volumes from South America rose rapidly. The high dividends of the Hamburg-Süd were the best proof that high profits could be made in the trade.

The traditional account of this episode revolves around the claim that the exhausting struggle with de Freiras induced the Hamburg-Süd to seek assistance from the HAL.[^45^] In this version Ballin bought the fleet of de Freitas, after which the Hamburg-Süd voluntarily offered a share of their trade to the HAL. Huldermann conceded that Ballin valued the South American trade so highly that he bought de Freitas' line and ships at an exorbitant price, uttering the famous phrase *I know but I want the business.* But he provided no details about the purchase contract with de Freitas and drew no conclusions from this remarkable frankness.[^46^] It is, however, possible to assess this episode in a totally different light. The buying of de Freitas' line gave Ballin a powerful instrument to force the Hamburg-Süd, which had been hurt but by no means badly damaged, to accept the HAL as partner in its trade. Despite de Freitas' success in gaining the agency of the resourceful firm of Th. Wille & Co. in Rio de Janeiro and Santos and capturing a part of the Brazilian coffee exports[^48^], his line by the end of 1900 was virtually exhausted [*praktisch erledigt*].[^49^] The Hamburg-Süd, in collaboration with its conference partner North German Lloyd, could easily have maintained its position and should have made an offer to de Freitas.[^50^] But when the company failed to act, Ballin saw his chance. After brief negotiations the Hamburg-Süd had to concede defeat. The powerplay and the surrender took place on the highest level:[^51^]

> The contract between the HAL and Hamburg-Süd was an exclusive matter between Ballin and Carl Laeisz. The other members of the Board of Control and the directors of the Hamburg-Süd first knew of it, when the contract's draft was submitted to them in print. [my emphasis, F.B.][^52^]

Johannes Merck, Ballin's financial director and intimate friend of Hamburg's patriciate, suggested a possible explanation for Laeisz' actions which stood in such stark contrast with his well-known affection for the Hamburg-Süd.[^53^] According to him, Ballin had already much earlier exerted pressure on the leaders of that company but without success. Finally he made Laeisz, who was depressed by the early death of his brilliant son C. Ferd., such a good offer for his shares that the latter gave up his resistance. Instead of preserving the independence of "his" Hamburg-Süd, Laeisz allowed his protégé Ballin to move in on it. There is a photograph of Laeisz and Ballin together on the deck of one of Laeisz' big sailing-ships which is symbolic for the succession of the generations which this transaction signified.[^54^] After the surrender of Laeisz the other leaders of the Hamburg-Süd had no other choice but to give in to Ballin's demands: a full one-third share for the HAL in Hamburg's Brazil and La Plata trades. Free will played no role in the conclusion of this agreement.

As Merck and von Schinkel, who was a member of the Board of Control of both HAL and Hamburg-Süd, have emphasised in their memoirs, Ballin never took the pressure off the latter company, probably with the ultimate aim of incorporating it into the HAL.[^55^] In order to understand the dynamics of this continued rivalry it is vital to understand the nature of the companies' pooling arrangement. Although the tonnage to be employed in the trade was divided on a basis of 2/3 for the Hamburg-Süd and 1/3 for the HAL, the division of the joint venture's profits was made according to the current book value of the vessels employed by each company. Thus, to the disgust of the Hamburg-Süd leaders, the excessive price paid for de Freitas' ships worked to advantage of the HAL as they had to pay the HAL in 1902 and 1903 over 1.2 million marks in compensation. To add insult to injury Ballin already in June 1901 let the Hamburg-Süd officially know that his fleet was incapable of meeting the required standard
of services to South America. Until 1914 the HAL consistently employed well over 1/3 of the book value in the trade. After the top years 1902 and 1903, in which its participation amounted to no less than 43.08% and 40.17%, its share ranged from the lowest point of 33.95% in 1905 to 39.82% in 1910. But per voyage its vessels were far less profitable than those of the Hamburg-Süd and from 1904 to 1910 the HAL received further 1.6 million marks in compensation; had the companies not decided in 1904 to accept a maximum of 300,000 marks for these payments another 1.2 million marks had been due. In early 1911 the maximum was lowered further to 200,000 marks.

Ballin also pressurised the Hamburg-Süd in his dealings with other companies. In 1902 he demanded a share for the HAL in the Brazilian coffee imports of Rotterdam, which until then had been the subject of an exclusive contract shared in equal parts by the Hamburg-Süd and North German Lloyd. The Lloyd refused flatly to make any concessions without adequate compensation elsewhere and the Hamburg-Süd became the victim of this powerplay.

But henceforth the Hamburg-Süd was able to organise its defences, not in the least because the company strengthened itself through the election to its Board of Control of powerful men like Max von Schinckel, Adolph Woermann and “King” Richard Krogmann. Significant was that both von Schinckel, a “collector” of directorates, and Krogmann, who did not value such board memberships, were particularly keen to protect and assist the Hamburg-Süd. Krogmann may well have been motivated by a desire to counter Ballin’s aggressive policies, as he had been one of the leaders of the Kings in Line, but he and von Schinckel evidently were also impressed with the opportunities in the South American trade and respect for the management of the Hamburg-Süd’s capable director, Theodor Amsinck. Krogmann’s son Carl Vincent, the later Nazi mayor of Hamburg, in his memoirs testified from personal experience to the continued and bitter rivalry between HAL and Hamburg-Süd. After the initial shock, the latter gave as much as it got. When in 1909/1910 the original contract between the two companies was running out, the Hamburg-Süd did not, as many had expected, have to concede a further share in the trade to the HAL.

How bad the relationship between the two companies was, appears eloquently from a letter written by Ballin during this period. In it he referred to the perfectly unintelligible behaviour of the Hamburg-Süd’s leadership whom he accused of being totally removed from any commercial logic. Very much to Ballin’s chagrin, the Hamburg-Süd often took an active role and did not hesitate to expand their fleet with ever larger vessels. When, in 1912, the Hamburg-Süd ordered the Cap Trafalgar of almost 20,000 GRT, Ballin insisted that the Hamburg-Süd and HAL agree not to build ships exceeding the dimensions of that ship without a specific agreement. But shortly later he himself ordered no less than three ships of c. 20,000 tons for the HAL’s service. Although ultimately intended to counter the four-ship SIERRA-class of the Lloyd, it was once again the Hamburg-Süd which became the direct target of Ballin’s expansionary policies. The outbreak of war intervened before the HAL’s new trio was completed and it was not until 1921 that the South American service could be resumed. Under all these circumstances one can understand Theodor Amsinck’s profound irritation that Mathies, in his “Hamburgs Reederei”, discussed the South American trade from 1900 primarily as a field of the HAL and dealt with the Hamburg-Süd by writing that all important issues had already been mentioned.

A third field which the HAL entered in 1900, was the west coast of South and Central America. This was the preserve of the Deutsche Dampfschiffahrts-Gesellschaft Kosmos, as so many others a product of the “ Gründerzeit”. During the boom of the late 1890s the Kosmos had increased its capital from 3 to 11 million marks and opened new services to Patagonia and California. Its results in 1899 had been most satisfactory [recht erfreulich] and after providing for 1.5 million marks in depreciation the company had paid a dividend of 11% (1898: 9%). Ballin
saw his chance, when the prospectus of a new company was circulated in Hamburg’s shipping circles. Through the HAL and Kosmos he arranged for a payment of 500,000 marks to be made to its promoters, F.C. Bramslöw and C.W. Dahlström, and shortly afterwards it was announced that the Kosmos voluntarily had offered a share in its business to the HAL. The agreement had been mediated through Kosmos director Wilhelm Volckens, who was a partner in the HAL’s New York agency, Funch Edye & Co., and had in 1897 arranged the sale of Kirsten’s Hamburg-Calcutta Line to the HAL. Merck believed that it was likely that Ballin had used Volckens to obtain inside information. In general, he commented on this case, Ballin had a fine nose for smelling if something stank in the neighbourhood and for creating an opportunity to become involved. Shipping brokers with inside information and who knew Ballin’s nature, of course, were keen to bring it to his attention; after all, that was their business.

During the next years the HAL made an increasing number of steamers available to the joint service with the Kosmos and the line showed a steady growth. Somewhat surprisingly, Bremen did not respond to the HAL’s expansion until 1905 with the Lloyd-related Roland Linie. In the course of this bitter struggle Ballin was able to capitalise on his dominating position in Hamburg and establish the so-called Syndikats-Rhederei. This was a fighting company under the control of the HAL, which signed for 55% of its 6 million marks capital, but with the participation of all other major Hamburg steam shipping companies. The confrontation ended with a compromise and a four-cornered joint-venture including the HAL, Kosmos, Roland Line and North German Lloyd. The imminent opening of the Panama Canal from 1912 brought considerable uncertainty and instability in the relationship between HAL and Kosmos. At one point even rumours circulated that the Kosmos would be merged into the HAL, but professional circles generally counted on the Kosmos having to make major concessions. Also here the outbreak of war intervened before any specific steps could be taken. As the Hamburg-Süd on the east coast, the Kosmos in its particular field was not so much a partner but rather a stepping stone for the HAL.

The first years after 1900 were overshadowed by the formation of the Morgan Trust and its aftermath, and a market depression in the freight market. When the economic climate improved, Ballin was initially preoccupied with his lucrative but politically highly sensitive coal contracts with the imperial Russian fleet. But he also entered the east Siberian trade, forcing the HAL on a small group of local shipping brokers worked with chartered ships. Services to the Far East were rationalised in a clever agreement with the Lloyd in which the latter, once again, took over the entire mail service and the prestige but the HAL kept the profitable freight lines. Soon afterwards, however, the peace was disturbed by the Roland Line’s attack on the west coast of South America; soon afterwards Ballin countered by entering another two new areas: the Persian Gulf and Africa.

The imperial government by 1906 was increasingly keen to establish a German shipping presence in the Persian Gulf in order to possess a tangible and effective argument in their geopolitically crucial negotiations with Britain about the construction of the Baghdad railway. Until that time British interests had enjoyed not just a monopoly of the river traffic in Iraq but also a dominating position in the steam shipping of the Gulf itself. Undisputed leader was the quasi-official British India Steam Navigation Company [BISN] under the leadership of one of the British Empire’s leading businessmen, Sir James Mackay (1912: Lord Inchcape). No direct service existed between Germany and the Gulf and, as the operations of BISN demonstrated, the Gulf trade was closely intertwined with that of the west coast of British India, another area where the HAL had no presence.

It is not known, whether the DDG Hansa of Bremen at that time considered taking up the Gulf trade; this company began its soon highly successful services not until after World War I. But the Deutsche Ost-Afrika Linie, which often had its ships return to Hamburg from
Bombay and the Indian west coast, was keen to establish a line to Persia and Basra. Its leaders probably were motivated by the desire to reduce the paralyzing effects of their East African mail contract and branching out into a promising new area. As member of the Board of Control of the DOAL Ballin, however, could not fail to become aware of these plans and within a few months the HAL despatched its first steamer on the new route. Merck believed that Ballin’s main motive was not to assist German trade in the region but to impress the imperial government in Berlin, but these two elements are inextricable interwoven. The service certainly was far from profitable (until 1913 it incurred losses of 2.5 million marks), and at one stage Ballin even considered the possibility of a state subsidy. But precisely because the service was run at a loss and by the Hamburg-America Line many observers in Britain and elsewhere believed that it had profound political significance. The emir of Kuwait, by then a British protectorate, refused the HAL’s local agents, Robert Wonckhaus & Co., to open an office in his town. Much more than in his opening of the line to Arabia and Persia Ballin showed in the Africa trade how he was ruthlessly capable of exploiting the smallest tactical opportunities. For a long time the Hamburg-based Woermann Line had been the only German company in the trade. But after the conclusion of the Herero War in Southwest Africa (where both the HAL and the Lloyd had shared in the German government’s charters) it was suddenly confronted by competition from the Hamburg-Bremer Afrika Linie. When the HABAL received support from the Lloyd, Ballin saw his chance. In presenting the Woermann Line as “unhealthy”, the HAL announced that it had responded positively to a Woermann request for assistance. In reality, however, the Woermann Line was not in trouble and had sufficient employment for its steamers. As was repeatedly testified before the British Royal Commission into Shipping Kings, the Woermann Line had an excellent reputation with its British customers and was, whenever possible, preferred over its British rival Elder Dempster.

Also after the Lloyd stepped in behind the HABAL Adolph Woermann did not need the HAL’s support. He did not request it. It was, on the contrary, Ballin who went to Woermann. In the presence of Arnold Amsinck, the line’s manager, Ballin declared that he could not allow the Lloyd to establish itself in a field where the HAL did not operate. His company could now remain outside the African trade. As Amsinck later summarised it: Woermann was simply raped. It was this [rather than a dispute with the imperial government over chartering expenses] which later rankled him so much. If Ballin’s victory over Carl Laeisz and the Hamburg-Süd can to a certain extent still be regarded as a voluntary change of generations, such a view can not apply to the case of Woermann. It must also be emphasised that Mathies accepted Amsinck’s version of events in his 1928 history of Hamburg shipping. And it was with particular reference to this revised account that E. Wiskemann, in his review of Stubmann’s biography of Ballin, argued that that book, as Huldermann’s work a few years previously, contained less a critical biography than a hagiography of the HAL’s former leader.

The HAL’s new Africa service was managed by the Woermann Line, clear evidence that its presence in African waters and power behind the scenes rather than managerial control were Ballin’s highest priority. Through its participation in the Woermann Line the HAL also became part-owner in three other African companies: the DOAL, the Compagnie Maritime Belge which sailed between Belgium and the Congo and the Kameruner Schifffahrts-Gesellschaft, when, in due course, the interests of the Woermann Line were rationalised. Although Ballin, ultimately, may have desired to bring the Woermann Line fully under his control, the means of the HAL were insufficient for such a purpose and required for more important fields. When, in 1913, the Woermann Line increased its capital to 20 million marks, the new funds were entirely raised by the existing owners. It was only during the Great War, under vastly different circumstances, that a new powerplay broke out in which Ballin, the Lloyd and Hugo Stinnes became involved in further attempts to control the Woermann Line.
The continued competition between the Woermann Line and the two Bremen companies, after the HAL had intervened but before the agreement was signed, almost led to a serious rift between Ballin and his fellow Hamburg shipowners. In order to attack the Lloyd in one of its other fields, Woermann proposed opening a new line to Australia. The only continent not served by the HAL, Australia in Hamburg “belonged to” the DADG. Thus the matter needed to be discussed at a special meeting of the Syndikats-Rhederei, the fighting instrument of the alliance of Hamburg shipowners, created by Ballin in 1905. A crucial element of that alliance was mutual respect by all companies for each other’s field of operations. Without subtlety the DADG questioned the motives of the Woermann Line’s choice of its battle field. The strong suspicion was voiced that Woermann was pushed by Ballin who might in this way find a back door for the HAL into the Australian trade. After a full and frank discussion no more was heard of the plan and soon peace was established in the African trade.

That Ballin did not hesitate to include Australia in his strategic perspectives became evident in 1913 when, once again, open warfare with the Lloyd had broken out. He announced the opening of a new line to Australia which did not touch Hamburg and Bremen, but originated from Stettin and sailed via Emden and Antwerp. Emden was being promoted strongly by the Prussian government and with the call at Antwerp this new service could have done real damage to the DADG. Although the Syndikats-Rhederei had been allowed to lapse in 1911/12, this meant breaking the understanding he had with the DADG, whom he forced to accept a new agreement. In exchange for some compensation in East Asia, which was more onerous than profitable, the DADG had to accept the HAL as fellow participant in the Australian trade. No details about the agreement were given to the public. The new service was given up when Ballin in early 1914 reached agreement with the Lloyd, but he specifically reserved the right to re-open it five years later.

In 1914 came also the takeover of the Deutsche Levante-Linie [DLL] by the HAL. This was the end of a long story, in which a host of groups had struggled to gain control over the politically and economically important Levante trade. This mainly concerned Turkey but also Greece and Bulgaria. By contrast to the strongly-led Argo Line of Bremen, the Levante scene in Hamburg had more of a comic opera, in which the so-called princes’ consortium [Fürstengruppe] had been a particularly disruptive element. Although Ballin had followed developments at the DLL closely, it is difficult to see why just he and the HAL were best placed to take over the Levante Line when its own directors had revitalised the company (in 1913 it paid a record dividend of 10%). In the process he also pushed aside Rob. M. Sloman jr. Ballin planned to open a joint HAL-DLL service to the United States which, in view of the eastward shift of European emigration, had some potential for growth. The literature is unanimous that he intended to let the DLL retain its own management, but the outbreak of war makes it impossible to form a definitive judgement. On balance, the evidence on Ballin’s motives in breaking into the Levante trade remains ambiguous.

The picture of the HAL’s expansion is, of course, not complete without considering its investments and daughter companies outside Hamburg. Several of these, such as the Compagnie Maritime Beige, have been mentioned, others include the Atlantic Fruit Company, the Austro-Americana (of Trieste), the Liverpool-based Gulf Transport Line, and the Ligurie Brasiliana. But with these dimensions of the HAL one enters an entirely different arena than that of the Hamburg shipping scene which is the subject of this article. The outbreak of the Great War marked a sharp end to the often aggressive expansion of the HAL within Hamburg, although Ballin’s thoughts never left the subject. Indeed, during the war he developed ideas about a gigantic trust in which all Hamburg shipping interests could be combined and prepared for the big struggle he expected once peace had been re-established. Although nothing came from this, the 1920s were to witness a further concentration of power within Hamburg
which seemed to give credibility to Ballin’s vision. It was not until the aftermath of the Great Depression that the independence of companies in their individual fields, once again, was accepted as guiding principle.

3. The Dynamics of Expansion

In about 17 years Ballin had made the HAL into the most complete global company in steam shipping. How must we evaluate the geographical expansion of the HAL, as opposed to its general growth in tonnage? The literature has not skirted the question. But it must be stressed that much of what has been written equates result with intention and that very little attempt has been made to critically analyse the methods used by Ballin. Especially works like those of Huldermann, Stubmann and also Murken, which have their origins in the HAL itself, must be read with caution. Representative of this genre is Kurt Himer, long-standing leader of the HAL’s propaganda machine. He declared Ballin’s policy to have been rational and unambiguous, observing that Ballin strove to establish a “universal foundation” aimed at giving the HAL a profitable solidity. In his view it was on the basis of this “wise insight” that Ballin became the great mediator of international cooperation in world shipping. In sharp contrast to this “rationalist” theory stands the very personified opinion of Max von Schinckel who may have known Ballin better than any other: It was Ballin’s dream to take over all other Hamburg shipping companies (and preferably also those of Bremen) and to merge them into the HAL, as he had done with the Kingsin Line, the de Freitas Line and finally also the Levante Line and partly also both African lines. Only too gladly he would also have swallowed the South American, Kosmos and Austral (DADG) Lines in order to bring everything under his sceptre.

As these opposing views show, Ballin’s policies can be interpreted very differently. In practice, both “commercial-rational” or objective and “personal-psychological” or subjective factors influenced Ballin’s decisions; the historical problem is just to analyse the interrelationship between such diverse dynamics and to weigh the relative importance of each. Moreover, there is the problem of assessing which motives can be accepted as valid and which represent no more than rationalisations or justifications in hindsight. In other words, the historical problem is not just to isolate Ballin’s influence on the development of the HAL, but also to investigate and assess the motives of his behaviour.

In order to understand the development of liner shipping in general and in Ballin’s era in particular, it must be stressed that liner shipping possesses extremely strong autonomous dynamics. To put it in a nutshell, liner shipping offers regular services between two ports, or groups of ports, of which the most important features (above all: frequency, dates of departure and arrival, identity and tonnage of ships) have been fixed and advertised beforehand. Besides its head office in its homeport, the company in each port either has a branch office or employs a local firm as agent to whom existing and potential shippers can turn in order to obtain information, book freight, etc. (The same applies to passenger traffic, although there can exist a far more complex network of agencies throughout each port’s hinterland.) These offices and agencies are the pivotal nerve centres of overseas trade: they link the profound insights into the structure and requirements of overseas commerce and build up relations with both importers and exporters throughout their port’s hinterland. It is because of this very centrality that, in Hamburg as in so many other port cities, shipping agents played such an outstanding role in the transition from sail to steam and the founding of new steamshipping companies. As the latter took up their business it remained an important task of the agents, as experts on the spot, to inform their principals and to stimulate them into opening new feeder and trunk lines to support, complement and expand those already in existence.
Thus it is possible to observe a gradual expansion of the network of virtually all successful transatlantic companies. Most often their first line ran from their homeport in Europe to New York, but soon afterwards services to Baltimore, Boston, Philadelphia, etc. followed. At the same time agencies in the USA could play an active role in urging the opening of new lines to the West Indies which could be particularly attractive if the company already had a service from Europe to that area. Conversely, a strong presence in New York could, as Cunard showed in the 1850s, lead to setting up of cross trades with the Mediterranean. In the case of the HAL it was Ballin’s experience in migrant traffic which led to the opening of new lines from Italy to the USA and, later, also South America. Thus, from the very beginning liner shipping is characterised by the continuous expansion and intensification of its network of services, especially during periods of strong economic growth.

The HAL was as much subject to these «structural» or «objective» forces as any other company. Part of its geographical expansion would also have come about without Ballin. Its West Indian service dated, as so many other Hamburg initiatives, from the early 1870s. In the North Atlantic one can easily observe a pattern of expansion as sketched in the previous paragraph, even if it soon became far more complex as also the Gulf of Mexico and Canada became involved. A similar development took place in the years after 1900 in East Asia: after the opening of the trunk line from Hamburg to China quickly followed coastal services, a secondary line to Siberia and, in due course, a tramp service to the American west coast. The Dutch shipping companies based on the East Indies and the British Ocean Steamship Company followed very similar policies.109

Such “organic” or “structural” dynamics, however, can only explain regional growth and not the worldwide expansion of the HAL. To a certain extent one might rationalise the entry of the company into the Brazil and La Plata trades in this manner (if they are seen as emerging from the existing Genua-La Plata and Hamburg-North Brazil services and related to the passenger agency of the Hamburg-Süd held by the HAL), but this bore no relation to Ballin’s real motives in the affair. It is even more unrealistic to see Ballin’s thrusts into East Asia, the west coast of Latin America, the Persian Gulf or Africa in this light. The contrast with the growth pattern of, for example, the British companies P & O, British India, Elder Dempster and Ocean Steamship, or also the Dutch East Indian companies is self-evident.

For many observers at the time and later it was just the lack of functional linkages between the various fields of the HAL which provided the key to Ballin’s thinking and distinguished him from his contemporaries in world shipping. Above all, they saw Ballin’s policy as consciously aiming at a universalisation of the HAL in order to spread the risks of its large but until the late 1890s almost exclusively North Atlantic investments over possibly many fields in order to make the company less susceptible to crises [krisenfest]. Himer’s already cited words point clearly in this direction. Especially the severe depression of the early 1890s, which the HAL felt particularly badly as it was also hurt by Hamburg’s terrible cholera epidemic of 1892, is supposed to have shown Ballin the vulnerability of the HAL and, more in general, that of all companies operating in only one field.

Theoretically, this observation appears quite plausible, but I do not believe that one can draw the conclusions from it which so often have been drawn. First, it is evident that in the modern world economy cyclical crises occur which are not limited to one particular area. On the contrary, as the Baring crisis of 1892 or also the crises of 1902/03 and 1908 demonstrated, they were remarkably global in scope and influenced all parts of the company. Thus the annual report of the HAL for 1908 stated that during that year an average of 136,000 GRT had been laid up and identified the South American trade besides the North Atlantic as severely affected by the slump.110 Investment risks were not so much spread as run in far more fields than previously – and that, of course, with a far higher nominal capital and company assets than before.
Between 1897 and 1907 the HAL issued new shares at a value of 95 million marks and in 1908 Ballin had to raise another 30 million marks in debenture stock. Local problems, as cholera in Hamburg, cattle plague in the Argentine, or a failure of the bean harvest in Manchuria, could occur everywhere. The financial results of the HAL were by no means “krisenfest” and its dividends clearly followed the general cyclical patterns of the world economy.

In fact, when it comes to profitability, there is no reason to believe that before the container revolution of the 1960s and 1970s the universal shipping company had any intrinsic advantages over smaller and more specialised enterprises. The evidence in Hamburg is unambiguous on this point. Between 1900 and 1913 the dividends paid by the specialist Hamburg-Süd, Kosmos, DADG and Bremen-based DDG Hansa were, on average, between two and three percent per year higher than those paid by the HAL. By 1913 other financial indicators, such as gearing ratios and the level of reserves in proportion to share capital, showed the HAL to be far less successful than those four companies.

At this point it must be stressed that at this time outside Germany no company existed with even vaguely a similar liner network to that of the HAL. Most British companies were active in only one field. The Australian lines of the P & O have emerged synergically from its Indian and Chinese services. Only the White Star Line sailed to both North America and Australia. The British Royal Mail group of 1911 was, as Ballin himself emphasised, a financial trust with very loose connections between the individual parts and it had nothing like the HAL’s centralized administration and decision-making centre. The Japanese Nippon Yusen Kaisha, from a totally different location within the world economy, operated services to India, Europe and Australia and the state-subsidised Messageries Maritimes (France) and Navigazione Generale Italiana had lines to Australia as well as Latin America. In all these cases political rather than commercial factors had led to such diversification. The only company which was truly comparable to the HAL was the North German Lloyd – as German as the HAL itself.

It would not be possible or useful to discuss here the full dynamics and extent of the rivalry between Lloyd and HAL, but two aspects must be emphasised. The Lloyd was a global company even before Ballin joined the HAL and also in its case political forces had been very significant in shaping the growth of its liner network. The influence of politics can be observed on both the national-imperial and local level. When, in 1884/85, Bismarck and imperial Postmaster-General Heinrich von Stephan urged the introduction of subsidised mail services to East Asia and Australia they insisted that the two contracts be given to a single existing and experienced company. It was in accordance with current conditions that, besides the Lloyd, no other company could claim to be a credible candidate for the contracts. Suddenly, the Lloyd sailed between four continents: Europe, the Americas, Asia and Oceania. Bismarck’s intervention thus had enormous repercussions for the future of the Lloyd and the structure of German shipping. In all this the leaders of the Lloyd fully accepted the fact that the mail services were not particularly profitable and, in fact, had a negative influence on the financial results of the company; between 1890 and 1913 the dividends of the Lloyd annually averaged some two percent less than those of the HAL. Transport-economically, Bremen was located so much less favourably than Hamburg that active overseas liner shipping was not just an economic enterprise in its own right but, perhaps even more importantly, also a vitally important means towards supporting and strengthening the economic life of its homeport. During the early 1870s the Lloyd itself had taken up the trade to South America, as otherwise not sufficient capital could have been mobilised. For this reason, too, the cooperation of the various shipping companies in Bremen was far more harmonious than in Hamburg. Equally, the Lloyd (and later also the DDG Hansa in its fields) was always determined to challenge, match or outflank the HAL. In this titanic struggle between the two giants of world shipping it was often difficult to distinguish between offensive and defensive moves.
Because of the exceptional circumstances of the 1880s the North German Lloyd occupied a unique position in world shipping. This was clearly recognised and accepted as such in professional circles. Ballin occasionally spoke disparagingly about the fragmentation [Parzellierung] of British shipping, but the specialisation of companies like the P & O, Bisn, Royal Mail, Ocean Steamship, Glen Line, Cunard, etc., was seen as organisationally and entrepreneurially optimal. As, for example, Himer acknowledged and the companies' results clearly demonstrated, the specialised companies generally made higher profits and paid better dividends. The Hamburg-Süd and Kosmos represented this type in Germany and, as has already been indicated, their results (1890-1912: three percent p.a. higher than those of the HAL) and financial strength were considerably higher than those of the HAL. Correspondingly, the individual companies within the Morgan Trust and Royal Mail group maintained a virtually complete autonomy – as was the case with the Bremen specialist companies which had been founded with the active support of the Lloyd: Atlas-Linie, Roland-Linie and HABAL.

The actual series of events through which Ballin built up the global network of the HAL makes it highly implausible that he was motivated by a policy designed to increase the financial security of his company. As the earlier section of this article has shown, his actions were above all driven by tactical opportunism. Moreover, he had very little regard for the price he paid for his expansion. It is true, that Ballin had a good feeling for the timing of when to break into a new trade route. Although world trade as a whole increased during his era, growth differed markedly from area to area. Good strategic timing could result in over-proportional benefits. It was exactly in the years before 1900 that East Asia and Latin America created great expectations in commercial circles in Germany and all through western countries which regarded the conquest of overseas markets as existentially vital in their social-darwinist struggles for survival. Although such hopes never found realisation in China, the meteoric growth of Brazilian coffee exports and the meat trade from La Plata gave credence to business optimism. It was also no coincidence that, whenever Ballin forced his way in through the purchasing of a rival to the established Hamburg company (as was the case with de Freiras or the Dahlström-Bramslöw project for the west coast traffic), the business climate was favourable – otherwise no such rival would have existed. Perhaps a similar optimism may have played a role in the case of the Levante Line, but certainly this did not apply to Africa and the Persian Gulf. The contrast with the Lloyd may one more time be stressed: with the possible exception of the Gulf, the expansion of the HAL always took place in areas where other Hamburg companies were already active.

Even if Ballin's opportunism contained more than a grain of justified optimism, his decisions were never inspired by any attempt to calculate costs and benefits. As his friend Max Warburg expressed it, Ballin was more artist than accountant [mehr Künstler als Rechner]. Several of the HAL's new lines made good money, especially when conference agreements resulted in significant freight increases. Commenting on the agreement in the African trade Ballin put it rather crudely: If three horses have to eat instead of one, more oats have to be put in the trough. Even so, the other services of the HAL hardly ever matched the profitability of its traditional trunk line to New York.

A final argument in favour of the universal liner company might be that its very size and network could result in economics of scale or rationalisation. With regard to organisation it has already been remarked that contemporary opinion preferred the smaller specialist company dedicated in its purpose, organisation and fleet to the specific requirements of its field. Within the HAL the various services were not integrated but remained in separate divisions. This was no more than realistic. Although, for example, both East Asia and La Plata were served by ships of 10,000 to 15,000 GRT, the commercial, geographical and climatological conditions of trade were so different that no degree of integration would have been beneficial. Merck's
memoires show that the HAL possessed a large number of extremely competent and energetic directors and section chiefs who within their spheres were given a considerable amount of freedom. Ultimately, however, all threads of power came together in Ballin’s hands. He was undeniably a genius in the passenger business, but could hardly be expected to be an expert in all the many trades served by the HAL. It is doubtful, whether he was always sufficiently informed when he made his decisions. In consequence, the very advantage of specialised expertise could be blunted through over-centralisation of power.

In two aspects economics of scale might have occurred but, apparently, did not do so for the HAL: finance and new-building. Indeed, there is no evidence to show that the HAL raised new equity or debentures more easily or more cheaply than any other shipping company of good reputation in Hamburg. The Norddeutsche Bank was a great and continued supporter of the HAL, but Merck attacked the bank sharply for the manner in which it used its monopoly position to obtain excessive advantages. At the time of the large new emissions around 1910 the HAL was able to break through this bondage, which had been quasi-confirmed through Schinckel’s position on its Board of Control, and to carry out a much more flexible financial policy. But such liberty did not last long; by 1914 all large German banks had made a common front against which the HAL despite its size was powerless to act.

It is equally difficult to see how the HAL could reap benefits from its enormous building programs. The Royal Mail group, which combined a large number of daughter companies active in quite different fields, was not capable of achieving significant results with such a policy after 1918. Ballin did not even attempt to create such a policy. He gave all his orders on the open market, mostly competitively by tender, and if economics could have been achieved through the building of series, such advantages would have been available to specialist companies as well. Often, however, the ships of one class were distributed over several shipyards and cost a variety of prices. Such a practice is certainly justified, as any service must be initiated with as homogeneous a group of ships as possible, but Ballin often interfered and changed individual ship’s specifications during construction. The P-class vessels for the New York service indeed were an extremely successful example of such flexibility, but more often Ballin ordered ships individually. His directors and section chiefs complained bitterly about his frequent alterations which, without exception, increased the ships’ prices. An additional problem was that the rapid growth of the HAL led to ships being employed in other trade routes than for which they had originally been intended. The BLÜCHER and MOLTKE, for example, for many years sailed to New York, although they had been designed for the tropics. Alfred Jarcke, chief of the Brazil services, once quipped, when he learned of new ships being ordered for East Asia: That’s great, I’m sure I’ll get them for Brazil.

Altogether Ballin proceeded totally unbusiness-like in placing orders. The worst case was that of the IMPERATOR: the Board of Control agreed to build this ship on the basis of a sketch made by Ballin’s private secretary Huldermann on the back of an envelope. Instead of the estimated 25 million marks the ship ultimately cost 38 millions, and its sistership VATERLAND no less than 42 millions. Ballin’s centralisation of power clearly showed the disadvantages of the global company: Often there were no extensive consultations with the various sections or a calculation about the feasibility of any project. We could have saved much money. Also von Schinckel referred later to the general waste in the company’s finances, which Merck’s meticulous supervision had not been able to prevent. That people like Merck and von Schinckel had allowed such conditions to continue says much about the hold Ballin had over the HAL.

Financially, the HAL under Ballin on balance derived more disadvantages than advantages from its size. But for Ballin’s arguments about the spreading of risks and/or economies of scale were never significant motives; at the most he used them after his decision had been made as
justifications and rationalisations about what otherwise would certainly have been perceived in public as the disturbing growth of his company. There were indeed some observers who believed the greatest questions concerning the HAL were, whether such a monstrous concentration... was healthy and what would happen to the company after Ballin’s death.142

Having established the vital difference between what might have been the “structural” or “natural” growth of the HAL and the company’s actual development, we can now turn to the more personal dynamics of Ballin’s leadership. Above all, there was his desire to beat the North German Lloyd. As has already been suggested earlier, Ballin’s thoughts were consumed by the wish to overtake the Lloyd where both companies were active, to break into trades where the Bremen company had gained a footing, and elsewhere to open services where the Lloyd was still absent.143 The fundamental rivalry between HAL and Lloyd, consequence but increasingly also dynamic cause of the profound competition between Hamburg and Bremen, can be felt in all his moves and decisions.144 It is certainly not dangerous to speculate that it was this which, more than anything else, was responsible for the fact that within the HAL and Hamburg as a whole Ballin’s aggressive behaviour towards his fellow Hamburg shipowners was applauded or at least tolerated.145 However this may be, it is hardly possible to underestimate the all-pervasive and existential struggle between the two Hanseatic cities or to add new insights to it; Kurt Nathan, who originated from neutral Magdeburg, has formulated its main elements most effectively and elegantly.146 While Bremen needed the Lloyd to survive as a major economic centre, the very success of the Lloyd made that company both the example for and the major target of the HAL. The Lloyd’s superiority over the HAL was never more pronounced than in the late 1880s. Indeed, the very reason for Ballin’s entry into the HAL in 1886 was to end the debilitating rivalry between Hamburg’s various shipping companies in the American trade which had allowed the Lloyd to take such a commanding lead and to enable the revitalised company to shift the balance again in favour of Hamburg.

No HAL director or Hamburg shipowner would ever have lost sight of the rivalry with Bremen, but it is extremely doubtful whether anyone but Ballin would have acted with the same aggression, ambition and excessive propaganda147 and would have turned the HAL into the global company which he created. Ballin had no hesitation in attacking the Lloyd wherever that company showed the Bremen flag and to attack other Hamburg companies in the process. With the possible exception of the Kingsin Line all these sister companies were perfectly capable of looking after their own interests and none entered their joint ventures with the HAL out of enthusiasm or even free will. Without Ballin the HAL would have remained an Atlantic company.

In the final analysis, therefore, it is impossible to overlook Ballin’s personal and deeply-seated lust for power, the “Ballinismus” as it was called on the Hamburg exchange. One can, ultimately, only speculate about the origins of this drive and the importance of Ballin’s origins from outside the patrician establishment of Hamburg. Specifically, it can not be proved that Ballin ever consciously aimed to succeed C. Ferd. Laeisz and Adolph Woermann as the “greatest Hanseat”, even if his funeral oration for the latter may suggest such ambitions.148 However this may be, there is no doubt that Ballin fully identified his historical role with the growth of the company as is shown in a letter he wrote in 1901 about the establishment of a transpacific service. The Hamburg-America Line will then circle the globe and perhaps this Pacific Line will be my swansong...149 There is, indeed, no qualification in the famous and well-publicised motto Ballin gave the HAL and the challenge he set himself: My field is the world [Mein Feld ist die Welt]. I have little doubt that von Schinkel was right in believing that Ballin had no rational or finite objectives but, instead, aimed to conquer the world.150 He was driven by nervous energy from within, not by any definable target in his economic environment. Only this can explain Ballin’s expansionism, his vendetta against the Lloyd, and the continuous pressure
which applied to his fellow shipowners in Hamburg. The telling phrase: *I know, but I want the business*, does not only relate to the South American business of the outsider de Freitas, but also to the entire establishment of Hamburg’s overseas liner companies.

4. Conclusion

Without Ballin, his personal aims and ambitions, and the strategy he adopted to obtain his objectives the HAL would have remained a specialist North Atlantic company. In consequence, the position of the HAL within Hamburg and the structure of German liner shipping as a whole would have developed quite differently. Less intra-German rivalry would also have created less pressure for foreign shipping and, most probably, outside Germany less apprehension would have been felt about the fast-growing German liner companies. Ballin changed the mission and direction of the HAL in revolutionary fashion. His actions can only be understood by accepting that he was not a man of peace or compromise. During this period of growth and concentration in all branches of the modern world economy many small enterprises lost their independence, but the question remains to what extent their fate was an inevitable and impersonal part of a “natural” process of rationalisation and to what extent the result of the megalomania and power politics of the leading entrepreneurs. The development of the HAL demonstrates that personal and psychological facts indeed could play an extraordinarily powerful role, probably more so than rational commercial dynamics. In the historical record too often only the victors speak. Thus there was, and often still is, a sharp contrast between the images of peace and friendly cooperation created by the HAL’s “Literarische Büro” and perpetuated by later historians and the harsh reality of pressure and violence with which Ballin confronted his Hamburg colleagues. But the more the HAL grew and was regarded as the embodiment of Hamburg’s pride and strength, the less Hamburg’s public was inclined to ask questions about the aims or methods of the company or to criticise its relatively low dividends. Also within shipping circles and the HAL itself criticism remained muted and impotent. Even the critical Siegfried Heckscher and Johannes Merck himself, who at least once intended to resign, could not free themselves from the glamour of the HAL. Ballin had made it into something far larger than a mere collection of ships and services: the Hamburg-America Line was the very essence of commercial Hamburg and it was a rare person who dared turn his back on it.

This judgement should not imply that Ballin’s dictatorial leadership of the HAL and his aggressive behaviour against his fellow Hanseatic shipowners had a negative influence on the economic growth of their cities. On the contrary, the rivalry and growth of all companies and the rough-and-tumble of shipping politics produced powerful stimuli to Germany’s overseas trade, shipbuilding and many other forward and backward linkages. Inevitably, and indeed often intentionally, these had a significant and positive impact on the country’s leading ports and port cities. Although the impact of the HAL’s growth on Hamburg has never been analysed in specific terms, it is not too daring to suggest that it was felt throughout the city. Above all, it was symbolised by the company’s new head office Ballin built on the Alsterdamm – now Ballindamm.
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